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Vintage Fleamarket of Old Town

Tustin 

"Surrounding Suburbs Yield Hidden Treasures"

Vintage Fleamarket of Old Town Tustin sets up shop every fourth Sunday

in the Jamestown Village parking lot. Sixty stalls offer one hundred square

feet of space in which vendors showcase their forgotten treasures, knick-

knacks, trinkets, decor and more substantial items culled from the

garages and storage sheds of the surrounding suburbs. Perfect for a day

of digging through lost treasures, Vintage Fleakmarket of Old Town Tustin

is a fun once-a-month outing.

 +1 714 573 1025  www.vintagewhimzy.com/VintageFl

eamarket.html

 474 El Camino Real, Tustin CA
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Buffalo Exchange 

"Hip Secondhand SoCal Fashion"

Buffalo Exchange offers a fun and funky selection of fashionable

secondhand clothing and accessories from their small boutique in The

Lab. This densely stocked store has a little bit of everything, contemporary

fashions for men and women offered alongside goth and punk hand-me-

downs as well as a small selection of brand new accessories. A bustling

acquisitions counter at the front of the store ensures that the shelves are

constantly replenished with the latest and greatest of hip SoCal fashions.

 +1 714 825 0619  www.buffaloexchange.com/location

s/orange-county/costa-mesa/

 2930 Bristol Street, Costa Mesa CA
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Metro Pointe 

"Outdoor Shopping"

Metro Pointe is the perfect shopping center for a bargain hunter! This

outdoor retail shopping area is known for its bargain stores, like

Nordstrom Rack and Old Navy. If you get hungry or thirsty while shopping,

stop by one of the many restaurants. There is even a movie theater on

site, so you can catch a show and afterwards you can shop til you drop.

 +1 714 556 9044  www.metropointe.com/  901 South Coast Drive, Costa Mesa CA
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The Outlets at Orange 

"A Shopping Experience"

This huge open-air shopping center is a bargain hunters dream with

wonderful outlet stores and discount boutiques! You'll find over 120 stores

all in one location including Nike Factory Store, Nordstrom Rack, and Saks

Fifth Avenue OFF 5TH. With restaurants, shops, an AMC Theater with

IMAX, and a huge indoor skatepark, the Outlets at Orange is a great place

to spend a day.

 +1 714 769 4001  www.simon.com/mall/the-outlets-at-  20 City Boulevard West, Orange CA
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Nordstrom Rack Edinger Plaza 

"A Shopping Destination for All"

Nordstrom Rack offers reduced prices for luxurious Nordstrom items. The

department store Nordstrom caters to a massive audience with a wide

range of varied products like clothes, shoes, watches, etc. It is also

unknowingly famous for having goods of all shapes and sizes under the

sun. With affordable prices and fantastic customer service, Nordstrom

Rack can't be missed!

 +1 657 204 7300  shop.nordstrom.com/c/nordstrom-

rack

 7532 Edinger Avenue, Huntington

Beach CA
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